
Choose one event from below and practice writing a 
paragraph of a narrative account:
• Nuremberg Laws 1935
• Kristallnacht Nov 1938
• Final Solution to the Jewish Question – Wannsee 

Conference Jan 1942
• Introduction of camps e.g. Auschwitz-Birkenau

(March 1942-January 1945)

Write a narrative account analysing the key events of the 
Holocaust, 1933-1945.

P- One major event that took place in the 
holocaust was… 
Ev- This was important because… 
Ex- As a result of this… 
Ev- In addition… 
Ex- This led to… 

If you can’t find the page, 
use the contents page on 
page 3!

Learning: What can be learned 
from the Holocaust in the 20th

century?



BIG
WWW EBI

 I can recall events of the 
holocaust

 I can give specific detail 
about the event

 I can explain why the event 
was important

 I can discuss what impact 
the event had

 I can explain why this event 
led to another event

 I can use sentence starters 
to structure my answer

 I can give a judgement on 
the importance of an event

 I need to find out events in 
the holocaust

 I need to give details about 
these events e.g. date

 I need to explain why the 
event was important

 I need to discuss the impact 
of an event e.g. how people 
felt, what happened

 I need to explain how this 
event led to another event 

 I need to use sentence 
starters to structure my 
answer

 I need to add a judgement 
on the importance of an 
event



Learning: What can be learned from 
the Holocaust in the 20th century?

Lesson objectives:
-Describe the ending of the 
Holocaust (Liberation).
- Reflect on what can be 
learned from the Holocaust.
- Examine how we can 
prevent genocides in the 
future.

Lesson overview

• Lesson 1: Introduction: 
Where did the Holocaust 
come from?

• Lesson 2: Responsibility: 
How did Hitler’s rise to 
power link to the 
Holocaust?

• Lesson 3: Livelihood: How 
did life begin to change 
for the Jewish community 
in the lead up to WWII?

• Lesson 4: Turning-points:
What was life like for 
Jewish people in Germany 
from 1938-1942?

• Lesson 5: A different 
perspective: How did 
camps differ in the 
Holocaust?

• Lesson 6: Reactions: How 
did people respond to the 
Holocaust?

• Lesson 7: Learning: What 
can be learned from the 
Holocaust in the 20th

century?

Watch an interview with a survivor of the Holocaust to 
describe the liberation of a camp.
Discuss the documentation of the Holocaust to reflect on 
what we learn from the Holocaust.
Debate how to prevent genocides.

Watch an interview with a survivor of the Holocaust to 
explain the liberation of a camp.
Discuss the documentation of the Holocaust to reflect on 
what we have and should still learn from the Holocaust.
Debate how education can prevent genocides.

Watch an interview with a survivor of the Holocaust to 
explain the different views of the liberation of a camp.
Discuss the documentation of the Holocaust to reflect on 
what we have and what we still need to learn from the 
Holocaust.
Debate how far education can prevent genocides.

British value: Democracy, The rule 
of law, Individual liberty, 
Mutual respect, Tolerance

How can we 
stop genocide 
happening in 
Britain today?



Task 1: Liberation
As the Allies advanced across 
Europe at the end of the Second 
World War, they came across 
concentration camps filled with 
sick and starving prisoners.

One by one the troops helped to 
liberate people in the camps, 
uncovering the truth of the 
atrocities from the remains the 
Nazis had left.



Task 1: Liberation
You are going to watch a clip of an 
interview where a survivor and 
liberator of Bergen-Belsen meet for 
the first time and discuss what 
happened when concentration 
camps like this one were liberated 
(freed) as WWII ended. Answer the 
questions in your booklet.

Challenge: What were the consequences of 
liberating the camps at the end of a war? Think 
about the damage caused to other countries, 
and their lack of money/resources to properly 
care for those rescued.

1. What was happening across 
Europe before VE day across 
Europe? 

2. What does Lord Saye and Sele say 
he saw on the day of the 
liberation?

3. What does Mala say about the 
liberation? What did she see? https://vimeo.com/416828628

https://vimeo.com/416828628
https://vimeo.com/416828628


Task 2: Allied Liberation
At the time of liberations there was a 
question of what should be recorded and 
shared with the general population to begin 
the healing process from this horrific event, 
and to ensure others were aware of the scale 
of murders that had taken place across 
Europe. 

In 1945, overseen by Alfred Hitchcock, a 
team of British film-makers went to Germany 
to document the horror of the concentration 
camps. Despite being hailed as a 
masterpiece, the film was never shown.

Discuss with your partner your thoughts on 
these questions and write down your ideas. 2:001:591:581:571:561:551:541:531:521:511:501:491:481:471:461:451:441:431:421:411:401:391:381:371:361:351:341:331:321:311:301:291:281:271:261:251:241:231:221:211:201:191:181:171:161:151:141:131:121:111:101:091:081:071:061:051:041:031:021:011:000:590:580:570:560:550:540:530:520:510:500:490:480:470:460:450:440:430:420:410:400:390:380:370:360:350:340:330:320:310:300:290:280:270:260:250:240:230:220:210:200:190:180:170:160:150:140:130:120:110:100:090:080:070:060:050:040:030:020:01End2:00



Feedback
1. What are your thoughts on 

the making and watching of 
films such as this?

2. Why do you think it is 
important to record details of 
events such as this?

3. What do you think is the main 
learning point that comes 
from studying the Holocaust?

Challenge: Why do you think 
people should learn about the 
Holocaust? What lessons must 
they learn from the Holocaust?

I think that films such as these 
are…

It is important to record details 
of events like this because…

The main learning point from 
studying the Holocaust is…



Task 3:
Since the Holocaust, there have 
been many incidents of genocide 
across the world. We are going to 
watch a clip about preventing 
genocide today.
Think about this question:

“How do we prevent genocide 
now?”

Challenge: How far do you think 
education can prevent future 
genocides?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bVnHSjKeyes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bVnHSjKeyes


Start the discussion:
• I believe that education is the best way to 

prevent genocide because...
• In my opinion education is the best way to 

prevent genocide because...
• One argument may be that ___ because...
• I’d like to make the point that…

Agree:
• I support your point that education is the best 

way to prevent genocide because of…
• Your opinion is reasonable because...
• I agree with your statement because...
• Your argument is a valid one because...

Build:
• Building on what... said...
• In addition to ...’s statement...
• I agree with your point, but should add that…
• Your argument is a good one, however it 

needs...

Challenge:
• This opinion could be questioned because…
• My own view is contrasting with yours 

because...
• I would like to challenge your argument 

because...
• I disagree with your statement for a number 

of reasons...

“Education is the best way to prevent 
genocide.”



Reflection: True or False?
 The Holocaust was started, and organised only by Hitler.
 The Holocaust only targeted Jewish communities.
 Most of the Jewish populations persecuted during the Holocaust were from 

Poland.
 Once Hitler rose to power persecution of the Jews began in Europe. It had not 

existed in Europe before 1930. 
 Persecution of the Jews included many new anti-Semitic laws. For example, in 

1935 the Nuremberg Laws were introduced, which excluded German Jews 
from German citizenship and banned them from marrying or having sexual 
relations with persons of "German or related blood."

 The Final Solution to the German question involved the execution of 
remaining Jewish populations in Europe.

 As part of the Final Solution the Nazis used concentration camps to 
exterminate the Jewish populations.

 Britain’s aim was to stop the Holocaust as soon as it heard about it.
 British leaders like Winston Churchill knew nothing about the Holocaust at the 

time.
 Hitler rose to power using problems in Germany at the time to help him e.g. 

Germany’s failure in WWI and the Wall Street Crash that devastated families in 
Germany. 
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Key word Definition
Anti-Semitism
Citizenship
Collaborators
Concentration Camps
Crematorium
Dictatorship
Einsatzgruppen 
Expulsion
Extermination Camps
Extremism
Final Solution
Genocide
Ghettos
Hitler
Holocaust
Kristallnacht
Labour Camps
Liberation
Mein Kampf
Nazi
Nuremberg Laws
Persecution 
Pogrom
Prejudice
Prisoner of War Camps
Resistance
Responsibility
Scapegoat
Sonderkommando 
SS

Key words you should now know from today’s lesson

Check through the words 
in your booklet. Are 
there any you can now 
define?
Challenge yourself to use 
them in a sentence to 
show your 
understanding.



Challenge: 

• In 20 words or less sum up what 
you have learned about the 
Holocaust during this topic. 
Think about the main message 
you want to share with others.
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